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'Not a Luddite': the (real) author Jonathan Franzen, who is not a keen tweeter (M Antonelli)

Reader, I tweeted him
An recent online spat over Jonathan Franzen's latest book poses the question —
just how many big authors have a cyberlife?

Stephen Armstrong

Published: 3 October 2010

Jonathan
Franzen is
kind of hip.
He writes
about gigs
and bands
such as
Wilco. So
far, though,
no social
networking.
Not only in
his books.
Franzen
doesn't
tweet. He
has no
Facebook
friends. It
may be
MySpace,
but it's not
his space.

So, when an online row blew up over his latest book, he remained entirely silent, and it was left to a
mysterious cyborg-like defender, the electronic "Emperor Franzen", to offer, um, corrections.

Franzen's fourth novel, Freedom, was published last month, with lavish coverage in The New York
Times and Franzen's face on the front of Time. Days later, posts on Twitter, Facebook, blogs and the
like traded insults over whether his star treatment proved that women writers get a raw deal — led in
part by the bestselling authors Jodi Picoult and Jennifer Weiner. Enter Emperor Franzen, who, on
his Twitter page, features the author's bespectacled face meshed with that of Emperor Palpatine from
Star Wars.
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When Weiner tweeted that people who said her books stank hadn't read them, the Emperor replied:
"How could we? The perfume is so thick, we couldn't get within 12ft of one." "You hate the book?" he
tweeted to another complainer. "You effectively hate freedom." He loved marshmallows, he gloated,
because "I imagine each one is a chicklit author as I devour them".

Last week, Emperor Franzen was revealed as Andrew Shaffer, a greeting-cards writer and soon-to-
be-published author who contributes to the liberal news site The Huffington Post. We contacted him
through his deliciously named site, Evil Wylie, where he explained how he became Franzen's switch-
Twitter. "When Picoult and Weiner tweeted about The New York Times's 'love affair' with Franzen
and 'white male literary darlings', I realised there weren't any male literary-fiction writers on Twitter
to defend themselves," Shaffer says.

"No Jonathan Safran Foer, no Philip Roth, no Jonathan Franzen. I created 'Emperor Franzen' to fill
the void and stimulate conversation in the Twittersphere."

Initially, Shaffer's premise seems absurd. No literary-fiction writers on a medium that exists purely
for the written word? Yet a trawl through the Twit lit proves him right. No Martin Amis. No Ian
McEwan. Not even Paul Auster — unless he has created an electronic Paul Auster who emerged from
the screen to inhabit the real Auster's life, then started posting anonymously on servers around the
world that, when mapped, spelt out "Paul Auster". You never know.

There are exceptions. Stephen Fry, obviously. The Faber author Richard T Kelly blogs heavily, and
Joanne Harris, author of Chocolat, updates her Twitter page with news of her school run. Will Self,
conversely, abandoned computers years ago and went back to using a typewriter. "I think the
computer user does their thinking on the screen, and the noncomputer user is compelled, because he
or she has to retype a whole text, to do a lot more thinking in the head," he said recently. At one talk,
he suggested he was considering writing a novel in longhand. Although Self has an active website
featuring a blog he updates weekly, his Twitter link connects to the following bald statement: "Twitter
ye not. The Twitter address http://twitter.com/willself is emphatically not that belonging to the
British author Will Self, as should be evident when you read it (even though it now looks as if it has
been 'recaptured' by the real Will Self — it has not)."

"I don't know if literary writers are made for the information age," Shaffer says. "Authors who are
ambitious enough to write the kind of novels Franzen and Roth write need some distance from their
own culture — observers and not participants. While Franzen isn't hooked into social media, he is
very much aware of its existence. He's not a Luddite. It's almost as if keeping oneself at arm's length
from the internet is a prerequisite for being taken 'seriously' as a literary novelist, just as wearing
flannel shirts was a prerequisite for being a rock star in the early 1990s."

For the big authors, it seems to make no difference whether they are Twitterati or not. In June, Amis
became one of the most talked-about trends on Twitter when, for no obvious reason, users started
substituting his name for words in film titles: When Harry Met Martin Amis, Dial M for Martin
Amis, Martin Amis on a Hot Tin Roof and the slightly disturbing A Fistful of Martin Amis. Amis
remained wisely silent.

For Tom Tivnan, of the publishing-industry bible The Bookseller, there's an obvious reason. "Really
big authors have the publisher take care of their marketing for them," he says. "It's the midlist
authors, the ones who don't make the bestseller list, who are the most active online — if they don't
promote themselves, nobody else will."

Jonathan Myerson, course director on City University's creative-writing MA and the author of two
novels, believes this is a virtuous circle: literary authors look into the human soul, so why post
musings in 140 characters? "I think it makes sense for genre authors to tweet or use Facebook," he
argues, pointing to the fantasy writer Neil Gaiman's 1.5m Twitter followers. "If a thriller writer tweets
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that they're in Kazakhstan meeting some guy, it adds to the brand. Literary fiction is almost the
opposite of a brand. It is what it is. And literary-fiction writers tend to live boring lives. What would
they tweet? 'I'm going to my desk.' 'I'm sitting at my desk.' 'I'm leaving my desk.' The more successful
they become, the more boring their lives. They are usually writing or going to dinner with other
writers. They rarely even get the bus."

Certainly, Gary Shteyngart's Facebook page supports Myerson's argument. The Leningrad-born,
award-winning author of Absurdistan and The Russian Debutante's Handbook enthusiastically
updates his status with endless banalities. "OMG! I'm going to Minnesota!" and "Why is Chicago food
so awesome?" have been recent entries. It is hard to imagine that sort of guff from Tolstoy. And when
authors actually do have something to say, it often gets them into trouble. Witness the row over Bret
Easton Ellis's (apparently genuine) Twitter page — a delightfully acidic place to spend some time
celebrating Katy Perry, cocaine, pop culture and 24-hour news channels — when JD Salinger died in
January. "Thank God he's finally dead!" Ellis tweeted. "I've been waiting for this day for ever. Party
tonight!"

Ellis tiptoed into the Franzen row recently, as only he could, with the tweet: "Reading: Cockpit
(Kosinski) and Freedom (Franzen), the best American novel I've read since The Corrections. I
remember when he hated me."

Emperor Franzen speaks

999 followers! Just need one more spambot to follow me to reach 1k loyal, spammified minions. 
9.18pm, September 25, via TweetDeck

Okay, I just lost 1 follower. Now down to 998. Going in reverse. Perhaps I shouldn't have called u all
spammers? 
9.22pm, September 25, via TweetDeck

At 998 followers — just need 98 of you to stop following me to get to my goal of 900. 
9.28pm, September 25, via TweetDeck

My request for all of you sycophants to quit following me has failed, and @catherinemeyer is my
1,000th follower. She wins a mystery prize! 
5.07pm, September 26, via TweetDeck
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